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A RIGID BOREL SPACE

BOHDAN ANISZCZYK

(Communicated by Andrew M. Bruckner)

Abstract. We construct a rigid cr-algebra on a set of cardinality a>x .

By a Borel space we understand a pair (X, 3S), where X is a set and 33

is a cr-algebra of its subsets. Inspired by topology and the theory of Boolean

algebras, K. P. S. Bhaskara Rao and B. V. Rao in [2] started to build a theory of

Borel spaces. Several results have been obtained, some questions were raised.

One of them was the problem of constructing a rigid Borel space [2, P3, p. 21].

For a Borel space (X, 33) a bijection /: X -» X is called automorphism (of

(X, 33)) if for any A £ 33, f(A) and f~l (A) belong to 33 . A Borel space

(X, 33) is rigid provided the identity function is the only automorphism of

(X, 33). The first construction of such a space has been given by R. M. Shortt

and J. van Mill [4] but on the set of large cardinality. Another one presented

by M. Droste [3] works on any set of cardinality greater than cox—the first

uncountable cardinal. The question was raised about cardinality cox . The aim

of this note is to give an example of such a rigid Borel space. In fact this example

was found in September 1988 and presented on Winter School in January 1989.

For our purposes the following definitions and facts are needed (see [1]).

If X is a set cardinality of which is uncountable and regular—say k—then a

collection S of subsets of X is called ideal if (i) X £ J7 ; (ii) {x} £ J2" for

each x £ X; (iii) C ç A £ J^ implies Ce/; and (iv) J2" is closed with

respect to unions of fewer than k of its elements. Our ideal is an abbreviation

for commonly used "nonprincipal proper K-complete ideal," but we follow the

convention of [ 1 ] because we use one of its results. One can restrict attention to

the case k = cox and in which our ideal is just a nonprincipal proper (T-ideal.

Suppose J2" is an ideal on X and /: X —► X is a function. / is called J2"-

small if f~[(x) £ J" for each x £ X, in this case f^J") = {A ç X: f~[(A) £

S} is an ideal on X. Now we can define the Rudin-Keisler preordering on

ideals:

<-?  <RK /   iff /  =  /»MH   f°r some  J^-small function

/: X -> X and J" <RK S iff J" <RK S and S £RK S .
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The following theorem comes from [1]:

Theorem [1, Theorem 5.10]. For any regular cardinal k , there is a sequence

(J^: a <k) of ideals on k such that J^ <RK J^ whenever a < ß < k .

Now we are ready to construct a rigid Borel space. Put X = {co": n —

0,1,...}, the set of finite sequences with values in the first uncountable car-

dinal (cox is the empty sequence). There is a natural partial order on X such

that X forms a tree; namely, for x £ co" and y £ co™ : x < y iff « < m

and y\n = x. The cardinality of X is co, so by the theorem, we can pick for

any xeI an ideal J^(x) on cox such that if x ^ y , then *f(x) <RK <f(y)

or J(y) <RK <y(x). For x £ X let Ims(x) = {y £ X: y is an immedi-

ate successor of x} U {x}. Any Ims(jt) has cardinality cox so we may con-

sider J^(x) as an ideal on Ims(x). Further for x £ X and A £ S(x), let

T(x) = {y £ X: x < y} and T(x, A) = T(x)\{T(y): y £ A}. Let 33 be

the least cr-algebra of subsets of X containing the family {T(x, A): x £ X,

A £ J^(x)}. It is easily seen that for any two distinct x, y £ X, at least one

of T(x) or T(y) contains exactly one of these elements. We have also

if x £ B £ 33 , then there is an A £ J?(x) such that x £ A

(*)       and T(x- A) ç. B (for any fixed x the family of sets satisfying

(*) forms a cr-algebra and contains all of T(y, C) 's).

Suppose for contradiction that (X, 33) is not rigid, i.e. there exists /: X —»

X an automorphism but not the identity. Fix p, q £ X, p ^ q such that

f(p) = q. Due to (*) we can inductively pick two sequences of sets Pk £ ^f(p)

and Qk £ <f(q) not containing p and q respectively such that P0 = 0,

f(T(p,Pk)) D T(q, Qk) and f~X(T(q, Qk)) D T(p, Pk+X). Thus for P =
U{P^:A: = 0, 1,...} and Q = \J{Qk:k = 0, 1,...} we have

(**) f(T(p,P)) = T(q,Q)¿0   where P £ S(p) and Q £ S(q).

Now we may define two functions g: Ims(p) —> Ims(c7) and h: Ims(<¡r) —>

Ims(/>) in the following way. For any x £ P U {p}, let g(x) be the only ele-

ment v £ Ims((7) satisfying q < y < f(x) and for x £ Pi) {p}, let g(x) = q .

Similarly we define the function «. The functions g and « are well defined

due to (**).

Let us consider any A £ S(q). If we repeat the induction proceeding (**)

but starting with Q0 = A U Q\{q} we obtain P' £ J"(p) and Q' £ S(q),

p i P', q i Q' and f(T(p,P')) = T(q, Q'). Thus h(A) and g~x(A) are

subsets of P' U {p} £ J"(p). By arbitrariness of A , we have J^(q) Q gt(Jr(p))

and hti(S(q)) ç J"(p). Similarly we may obtain J^(p) ç h^(q)) and

g¿S{p)) ç Jf(q). Finally h.{S(q)) = S{p) and gt(S(p)) = J?(q). But
this contradicts our choice of ideals and then ends the proof.

Remark. Modifying the proof of Baumgartner-Taylor-Wagon's Theorem one

can obtain, for any regular k , a family of ideals of size 2K noncomparable in
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2"
the <ÄÄ:-preordering. Then as above one can construct on k a family of 2

rigid pairwise nonisomorphic Borel spaces.
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